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Summary
Liana continued to work with schools in Mwanga, Rombo and Moshi districts in Northern Tanzania. Our
main partner with this work is the builder group UMAUKI (Umoja wa Mafundi Ujenzi Kilimanjaro), who do
the actual construction work in schools. It consists of the builders who were trained in earlier Liana projects
and new builders that these trainers have trained.
The project administration was hosted at RECODA (Research, Community and Organizational Development
Associates, https://recoda.or.tz/) located in Arusha, 80 kilometres from Moshi and thus over 150
kilometers from the schools in Rombo and Mwanga. As the distance was a considerable difficulty, we
started once again to look for possible partner organisations in Moshi.
In February staff from YAAPHA (Youth in Action Against HIV/AIDS, https://www.yaapha.net/) an
organisation based in Moshi, accepted our request to visit selected schools to interview and video teachers,
cooks and children about the benefits of water tanks, improved stoves, handwashing and tree growing.
These nine evaluation videos were edited and subtitled from Swahili to English in Finland and placed on
the Liana YouTube channel (https://www.youtube.com/user/Lianaorg) in March. This was an excellent
contribution that helped Liana advertise the impact of its work in schools.
In July we signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) with KIWAKKUKI (Kikundi cha Wanawake
Kilimanjaro Kupambana na UKIMWI, Women Against AIDS in Kilimanjaro, https://kiwakkuki.org/).
Construction work continued immediately. The last tank of the year was completed on Christmas eve!
In September we got a small grant by The Pollination Project in California
(https://thepollinationproject.org/) to boost our environmental education activities in schools that already
have a water tank and thus can grow trees. These activities took place in five schools in Rombo and five
schools in Mwanga in November-December.
Eija and Ric visited Tanzania in October. This gave an opportunity to plan the environmental training
together with the trainers. It also offered an opportunity to visit KIWAKKUKI and YAAPHA, and Ndanu and
Eija visited Siha District offices to hear about the needs of the schools there.
In August Stats4SD (https://www.stats4sd.org) approved a small grant for Liana’s work in Tanzania. This
was our fourth grant from them. Collaborative work has also continued with Sustainable Global Gardens of
UK, https://www.sustainableglobalgardens.org.uk/), which has channelled their help to the schools’ water
tanks through Liana. But still, much of the work was funded by individual donations by crowdfunding
campaigns and by Liana members’ and supporters spontaneous donations.
Liana’s annual meeting was organised as usual by an e-mail meeting in May.
Liana’s blog page (https://www.liana-ry.org/liana-news-blog/), e-mail updates and Facebook group
https://www.facebook.com/groups/liana were used after each main activity or achievement
throughout 2021 for communicating about Liana activities. And once again Eija visited Tapiola high school
Development Geography class to talk about Liana work and NGO work in general.
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Activities with schools
In 2021 we assisted schools in three districts in
Northern Tanzania, Rombo, Mwanga and Moshi.
On a cost-sharing basis, we built rainwater
harvesting tanks with roof gutters, firewoodsaving stoves and handwashing places, and we
delivered environmental education including
assistance in establishing a tree nursery which
uses the wastewater from the handwashing
places and the school kitchen.
Activities started in February, and we had a long
list of schools for the year, much beyond our
year’s capacity. However, when the COVID
situation got worse with the delta variant
reaching Tanzania in about April, we decided to
wait and see. As UMAUKI builders started to
personally know people who had caught the
disease and heard how sick they were, they knew
it was not the right time to travel to schools by
public transport and be accommodated in
unknown homes in the villages.
After about a two month break we continued
building by having the builders stay and eat at
home. This meant we could only build in schools
that were nearby to builders’ homes. In July
builders requested to continue. Liana’s members
and supporters paid them to purchase their own
personal sleeping bags so that they can sleep in schools. With
the new president of Tanzania, ‘Mama Samia’, it was also
easier take precautions against the disease (e.g. wearing face
masks, social distancing), as she publicly advised to do so. It
stopped being political.
Through the year we helped 10 schools to upgrade their
facilities, despite the break in building activities. In total five
stoves and five water tanks were built at schools. Two
handwashing kits accompanied every tank. A set of posters
about hand hygiene were given to each school. The stove
built in December to a highland school of Changaja was a
double size stove with a chimney in the middle. This was a
new model that Ndanu designed based on and improving on
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an existing model in another school. The following is a list of all the tanks and stoves built, and
handwashers delivered in 2021. By the end of the year we had built 40 stoves and 19 water tanks.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Built in

School

Item built

Feb 21
March 21
March 21
July 21
July 21
Aug 21
Sept 21
Oct 21
Dec 21
Dec 21

Nanga primary (Moshi)
Mgagao secondary (Mwanga)
Mandageni primary (Rombo)
Kauzeni primary (Mwanga)
Kiura primary (Rombo)
Changaja secondary (Mwanga)
Kwakoa primary (Mwanga)
Kamani primary (Mwanga)
Mgagao secondary (Mwanga)
Changaja secondary (Mwanga)

Stove
Stove
Stove
Tank + handwashers
Stove
Tank + handwashers
Tank + handwashers
Tank + handwashers
Tank + handwashers
Stove

Order of building
since Oct 17
36
37
38
15
39
16
17
18
19
40

All these were built at a total cost of only €7000! On average, primary schools have 300 children,
some secondary schools over 600. Working with the above listed schools helped us reach over
3000 children.
In addition to the sleeping bags, we equipped the builder group with two phones. Liana relies on
Ndanu’s photos and WhatsApp messages as we follow the progress of the work. He received a
new phone to replace his old one from 2014. The cost of this phone was covered by members and
supporters. Ernest, who sometimes works as the builder in charge (without Ndanu present) also
got a smart phone, a used one. Both phones reached Tanzania with Eija and Ric in October.

Components and benefits of the school project
Rainwater harvesting tanks collect water from the school roof. These tanks are often the only
source of water at a school. Previously children needed to carry all the water in buckets and
jerrycans. This stole a lot of time from studying. And as the source from which each child brought
water to school wasn’t known, it posed health risks to everyone. A 30,000 litre water tank alleviates
these problems. For the rainfall of the areas where we work, about 40 meters of gutters (made out
of 6 pieces of corrugated iron sheets) secures a big enough catchment area from the school roof.
Having more water at schools makes handwashing possible. Each school that receives a water tank
is obliged to use some of the water for handwashing and collect the wastewater for watering tree
seedlings. We help schools to start a tree nursery if needed. Sometimes one of the teachers takes
this responsibility independently. Schools protect wildings to transfer or help to establish into big
trees.
According to reports from schools, the stove model we build at schools saves about 50-75% in
firewood usage compared to the open three-stone fire. In addition, a chimney makes the kitchen
smoke free and thus healthy for eyes and lungs. Having the fire closed in a fire chamber makes the
kitchen safe and less hot to work in.
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Nursery training and trees funded by the Pollination Project
Funding from the Pollination Project came through in September, and Eija had an opportunity
while in Tanzania to plan the activity with the trainer and Ndanu.
The plan consisted of a joint session for all students arranged like the usual morning assembly in
the school yard, an interactive session about the different benefits of trees. These included
benefits for the ecological function of the environment and benefits to humans. The former is
normally forgotten unless specifically stressed.
After the joint session the rest of the training was targeted at a group of
20 students who had been selected by teachers based on their interest
in environmental protection. Students looked for wild seedlings in the
school yard. Wild seedlings are strong and thus an easy way to get more
trees. Students learned some easy ways to protect them and to
accelerate their growth. Then a nursery of 100 seedlings was
established.
We used biodegradable fibre bags instead of polythene (plastic) bags.
This requirement of no plastics used came from the donor and was a
good wake-up for us to avoid single use plastics altogether
in Liana activities.
Training sessions in five schools in Rombo and five schools
in Mwanga were scheduled for November. Unfortunately,
the main trainer cancelled his involvement only two days
before. This left Ndanu with an extremely urgent job to
find another competent trainer for the task. He found
Selma, a professional nursery keeper with 20 years of
experience with growing trees. She is an interesting
character who took the freedom to do things her own
way. She talked about the mental benefits of trees as well
- a surprising insight in a normally utilitarian attitude
towards nature. At the end of the nursery training, she led
the children to a prayer to ask for a blessing to the sowed
seeds.
Recycling water, or using it twice, is a new idea in schools. We had
noticed that there were still schools where handwashing water was
not collected, but let go wasted on the ground. So we decided to
provide wastewater buckets with the handwashers, and not expect
the schools to provide the buckets themselves. In addition, Ndanu
started to write “KUSANYA MAJI CHAFU, MWAGILIA MITI” on each
bucket. “FOR COLLECTING DIRTY WATER, WATER TREES”. Hopefully
this helps to remember the idea.
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School activities as an integrated package
The graphics below explains how the activities at schools feed each other and provide multiple
benefits to the communities, the environment, children’s education and their health.

Partner organisations
It became obvious early in the year that having a partner organisation located closer to our
activities is a necessity. As our short-term MoU with RECODA (Research, Community and
Organizational Development Associates), based in Arusha, expired in January, we did not renew it.
Some alternative organisations were considered and contacted in Moshi.
We signed a short-term MoU with YAAPHA (Youth in Action Against HIV/AIDS). In February they
did an excellent job in shooting video material for Liana about the impacts of activities in schools.
However, we still needed an organisation that could locally manage the construction activities in
schools.
In July we signed a MoU with KIWAKKUKI. KIWAKKUKI is a well-established organisation that has
functioned in the Kilimanjaro region since 1995. Everyone seems to know them, as HIV-AIDS was a
big thing in the 90s and early 2000. About eight years ago, in addition to targeting people affected
by HIV/AIDS, KIWAKKUKI expanded to agricultural projects and water. We will look for ways to
develop and expand our collaboration further.
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Evaluation videos
YAAPHA’s three staff (Peter, Elizabeth and
Mohammed) visited nine schools in Rombo and
Mwanga to interview teachers, cooks and
children about the impacts of rainwater
harvesting, improved cooking stoves,
handwashing and hand hygiene and tree
growing. These interviews were videoed and
sent to Liana for editing and subtitling. Elizabeth
functioned as an interviewer, videos were taken
by Peter and Mohammed. The interviews were
excellent, and the clips of very good quality
given that their only equipment were smartphones. Eija worked long days over two weeks to edit
the raw clips into short films, and to translate and subtitle from Swahili to English and upload to
Liana YouTube channel. All work was done on a voluntary basis, with only fuel costs and data
transfer fees charged. These interviews were an excellent way to both evaluate Liana’s work with
schools and to give the activities more publicity.

Visit to KIWAKKUKI
Eija had an opportunity to meet most of KIWAKKUKI staff at their Moshi office in October.
KIWAKKUKI office is a large three-story building in Moshi town.
It reflects the times in the 1990’s when
HIV/AIDS was in the centre of development aid.
They have currently 12 staff in the Moshi office,
but they spend a lot of time in the field with the
communities. They have over 2000 members in
communities all over Kilimanjaro Region, and a
very effective project structure from the office
coordination to the district sub-coordinator in
each district, and from these further to the members in communities. Members work as
volunteers implementing KIWAKKUKI HIV/AIDS work (HIV education, voluntary testing and
counselling, home based care, and helping vulnerable children). In their agricultural projects,
volunteers become members of community groups together with villagers for joint farming
enterprises for improved livelihoods and saving and lending.
This visit was the first opportunity to meet face to face, and Eija received a special welcome from
the whole staff singing in the lounge. A short meeting took place for all staff in which KIWAKKUKI
Executive coordinator Dr Adela updated the staff on our current collaboration, and everyone gave
a brief introduction to their own work. Afterwards the meeting continued with Dr Adela and
Verynice till evening. Eija was given a thorough presentation about KIWAKKUKI work, and we
continued by exploring potential collaborative activities for the future. At the end Eija handed over
the office printer which Eija and Ric had in store in Moshi, and the staff sang and clapped again for
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thank you. The participatory and inclusive leadership style at KIWAKKUKI was truly impressive.
Professional, organized, warm and cordial.

Visit to YAAPHA
Eija also visited YAAPHA office and met with Peter and Mohammed. Peter, who was still suffering
from the consequences of the August car accident, explained the current YAAPHA activities. Their
work is mainly funded by individuals all over the world. These connections have been formed by
their former volunteers. They have 4000 supporters who have registered on their supporters’
online platform where they meet regularly and give updates of their work. However, COVID has
badly hampered these volunteer activities.
YAAPHA works amongst the most vulnerable and downtrodden part of the society. These could be
called the ‘problem youth’ in the worst parts of Moshi town. They teach them skills to earn
money, and they organize football every evening. The aim is to load them with activities so that
there is no time and energy to do anything harmful. They also run training courses to women in
business skills and give them capital to start with. They also search for the physically and mentally
disabled in the communities and help them in everyday life.

Visit to the Siha district offices
Ndanu and Eija had a fruitful visit to Siha district offices in Sanya Juu, in West Kilimanjaro. The aim
of the visit was to enquire about the status of the schools there, thinking we could open up work
in Siha if schools need water tanks and stoves. Staff at the office were very welcoming and helpful
and gave all the needed information. There was a lot of interest especially in rainwater harvesting.
There are many Maasai schools in the dry bushland which are practically without any water source
at all. We met with both the education officer for primary education, Rose, and the officer for
secondary education, Joel. Each prioritized the neediest schools, eight primary schools and five
secondary schools. Siha would become a fourth district for Liana in the Kilimanjaro. The next step
is for Ndanu to visit these schools.

Funding
Much of above has been funded by individual donations received either
through the crowdfunding (currently https://chuffed.org/project/watertanks-stoves-trees-and-land-care-in-tanzania) or by donating directly on
Liana account.
In August we received a grant of 3000 Pounds from Stats4SD. We have
earlier received funds from them in 2018, 2019 and 2020 and it has
become a rewarding partnership to both of us. As Carlos, the Executive
Director of Stats4SD puts it: “It is great to be partner with Liana on these
efforts, and I, as well as my colleagues at Stats4SD, are grateful to Liana
for creating a channel for us to contribute.”
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In September we received a small seed grant of 1000 USD from The Pollination
Project for the environmental education in ten schools. The Pollination Project is a
group of idealists in California that has since 2013 made a micro grant to a different
project every single day of a year.
We built two water tanks at the request and by the funding of
the Sustainable Global Gardens (SGG). SGG is an UK based
organization founded by Paul and Carole Keeley. Among other
things, it plants trees with schools and farmers. We started working with them already in 2020.

Liana blog and Facebook communications
The news blog, http://www.liana-ry.org/liana-news-blog/, has been actively used to communicate
about Liana activities in Tanzania. All donors also received e-mail updates with photos of all
activities. As the donations are tied to perks, a photo of the completed structure and the label
showing donor names has been sent to all donors. In February Liana also started to use its
Facebook group https://www.facebook.com/groups/liana for keeping members and supporters up
to date on the activities in Tanzania. And for the fourth time, Eija visited Tapiola high school
Development Geography class to talk about Liana work and NGO work in general.

Annual meeting 2021
Liana’s annual meeting was organised by emails as usual. The meeting selected a Board: Eija,
Jarno, Ric, Miika and Alex, and Ari as a Deputy board member.

Members
Liana had ten regular members and nine supporting members in 2021.

Accounts
The following shows all funds used in Liana activities excluding the funds collected by schools from
their communities and parents (410,000 Tshs, or €165 for the water tanks and handwashers, and
100,000 Tsh or €40 for the stoves).
In addition, part of the building costs are also excluded, as they are covered directly by schools
(sand, gravel, poles, and hosting the builders) and do not show in the accounts. For the water
tanks, this cost is considerable (1,340,000 Tsh per tank, or €540) even if ‘hosting the builders’
means meals only, and builders sleep in a school office or classroom.
Value of voluntary work is not indicated in the accounts either. All Liana administration,
communications, fundraising, and coordination of Tanzania activities have been done as voluntary
work. All the travel costs to Tanzania, except airport taxes, were covered by Eija and Ric
themselves. This Annual report has been written as voluntary work, and so have the accounts
shown below been compiled as voluntary work.
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